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THE DECLINE OF TRANSFER EDUCATION

by

John Lombardi

Introduction

One of the most significant changes in the community college is the

decline of transfer education, studies designed to lead toward the

baccalaureate degree. The decline is most pronounced in enrollment but

there is considerable evidence that transfer education is also losing its

preeminence as the Principal function of the college. This development is

the more remarkable since the community college was originally organized

as an institution that some educators hoped would enable universities to

give up their lower divisions. This, of course, did not happen except in a

few instancc:s. More common were junior colleges which became four-year

colleges--another indication of their transfer education orientation.

Today, there is little activity in either direction, although occasionally

a community college (Staten Island recently, for example) is converted to

four-year status and upper division colleges in Florida and Illinois have

been organized.

Reaction against the transfer emphasis appeared shortly after public

community colleges began to multiply during the second and third decades

of the century. The reaction reached crescendo proportions after World

War II as enrollments skyrocketed and as it became evident that large

numbers of the new students required or wanted programs (vocational,

adult and remedial) other than the transfer.

Despite exhortations by junior college educators, leaders of the

national and state associations and many non-educators to add more

vocational courses and programs, the ratio of transfer education to

vocational education remained high almost to the end of the 1960s. Eells'

comment in 1940 that "the students showed little interest in terminal

[vocational] aspects of education" was repeated hy many observers during

the next 25 years (1941, p.58). Medsker in 1960 wrote that "the extent of

the terminal program is limited more by student interest than by the

willingness of colleges to offer it" (1960, p.53). He added that the

"difficulty is the prestige values that pertain to 'regular' college work"
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(1960, p.113). Six years later Thornton wrote that transfer "is still the

function on which the junior colleges expend most effort and in which most

of their students express interest" (1966, p. 234). After analyzing the

occupational offerings in 511 public junior colleges in 1967, Smith re-

ported that they "accord transfer education continued emphasis, and

though the number of different occupational offerings has increased, the

number of junior colleges offering occupational curricGlum has not in-

creased substantially" (Smith, [1969], p. 7).

However, the turn away from trAnsfer education was in the making even

while critics were lamenting the indifference of educators to the "real"

needs of the students and pondering the failure of students to see that

their future lay in other directions than transfer. As we shall point out,

data from state reports show that enrollments in transfer education and

transfers to senior instltutions were not increasing as rapidly as total

enrollments or as enrollments in vocational or community education.

It is difficult to pinpoint trends without meeting problems relating

to definitions, enrollment variables and interpretations of the developments.

The definitions of transfer used in this discussion are those that have

been current until recent years. Emphasis is on public community colleges,

although it is acknowledged that national and state data do not always

separate community colleges from other postsecondary institutions. National

data may include non-public colleges; state data are often exclusively of

public colleges. In general, the discussion emphasizes relative and

absolute change. It will cover definitions, enrollments, transfers to

senior institutions, causes of the decline of transfer education, and

prospects For the near future.

kfinitions

TransFer education has two major aspects: 1) Courses and programs

and 2) the movement of students.

In the fir t is defined as the large body of credit courses in the

liberal arts and sciences, general education, and humanities areas that

are equivalent to tne lower division courses in a baccalaureate institution.

Ontil the rnt multiplication of curricular functions, the transfer

lun(ti:vi was Ifteri referred to as the non-vccational or academic function.



This neat dichotomy no longer prevails, because the colleges have added

new or have expanded old functions, such as continuing education, adult

education, community ser,ices, community education, developmental education.

Transfer courses may be included in the new functions but the students

enrolled may have goals other than a degree or transfer to another insti-

tution.

Transfer education courses have always been essential for career

education students not only to meet general education requirements for

an associate degree but also to meet these and other liberal arts require-

ments for transfer to a senior institution. But the categories shift

constantly and it is likely that, as formerly, courses that today are

labelled non-transfer will become transfer as senior colleges introduce

technical courses and programs in their curriculum. An excellent illus-

tration of cooperation between an engineering school and community colleges

is the Bachelor of Technology program at the City University of New York

(Goodlet, 1979). Nor is the term, Transfer, itself distinct. Colleges

and state agencies sometimes use one of the following terms more or less

synonymously: Academic (Washington); Advanced and Professional (Florida);

Baccalaureate-Oriented (Illinois); College Parallel (Iowa); Liberal Arts

and Sciences (New York City); Lower Division Collegiate (Oregon).

In the second definition transfer education is the process whereby

students progress from the community college to a four-year institution.

The definition of a transfer student for statistical purposes varies from

state to state. For example, New York classifies as a transfer anyone

from a two-year institution whether he has no transferable credits or 60

(State University of New York, 1976). New Jersey's minimum is one

(Miller, 1976). For statistical purpose California universities classify

as transfers those who have earned a minimum of 12 acceptable transfer

credits (California State Postsecon(jary Education Commission, 1978).

In recent years, tnp process has been expanded to include all transfers,

those from one commnity colle( e to another intrasector transfers)

and from A four-year institution to A comrunity college (reverse transfers).

Of tht I4 traw,fers enterinq a New York two-year institution in the Fall

of t4,-,tLeht were intrasecter and reverw transfer', (St ate University



of New York, 197b). More than 19,000 enrollees in the Illinois colleges

in the Fall of 1976 were intrasector and reverse transfers (Illinois

Community College Board, 1976b). The Washington transfer data for 1978

breaks down as follows: 2,130 or 45 percent intrasector; 2,622 or 55

percent reverse. This compares with 3,852 regular transfers (Meier and

Story, 1979). Knoell and Others discovered that reverse transfers in

California were primarily part-time students who had enrolled in the

community colleges for "one semester in order to satisfy some requirement

or gain some skill which would help them in upper division and/or graduate

work" (1976, p. 35). Although the intrasector and reverse transfers are

extensive (see Lee's 1976 study for a succinct account) they will receive

no more attention in this study which is concrened with the original meaning

of transfer: from the community college to a four-year institution.

It should also be noted that although the original meaning of the

transfer process excluded the vocational students, today, students of

vocational and career programs are being accepted for transfer. In the

gross statistics these are often indistinguishable from the liberal arts

transfers, although studies are beginning to include them as a separate

category. A few studies deal exclusively with career education transfers

(Heller and Others, 1973). As a result of this development the distinction

between academic and vocational is becoming blurred as more senior colleges

accept for transfer vocational and career education graduates. The pro-

portion of these transfers is still moderate but the growth is significant

e5per.ially among community colleges with selective admission (Heller

and Others, 1978). In California 36 percent of the associate degree

transfers to the State university System had an occupationally-oriented

major ((alifrnia ',tate Postsecondary Education Commission, 1979); in New

York 'Aate in l.i74 tne comparable figure was 30 percent (State University

if .iPW York, Mih,. In time, as Knoell and Medsker recommended, educators

w1:1 referring to programs as 'terminal' [vocational] and 'transfer';"

ani uhiver,otit,s and four-year colleyes will "recognize the student's

ril'i t. n eitner terminal or trans ter in either type of program" (1965,

,cnetIrie skewed by the trenendous enrollment increase



of pa-t-time, older students. Although the two are not necessarily the

same, the part-time students are more likely to be older than the full-

time students and less likely to have transfer as a goal. As a consequence

colleges with a large proportion of adult students will have a lower

proportion of transfer students and transfers than colleges with a small

proportion of adult students. The same holds true for colleges with a

large proportion of vocational-technical students. Other factors that may

adversely affect the proportion of transfers are ethnicity, low socio-

economic status as determined by family income, and the isolation of a

college in a large rural area (California State Postsecondary Education

Commission, 1978). A very hnportant positive influence is a favbrable

attitude of four-year college administrators toward the transfer process.

For instance, in Florida, comunity colleges have become a major source of

students for tne upper divisions of Florida universities because there has

been a "cnaring of responsibility for offerings which lead to the baccalau-

reate" which has been encouraged by the legislature and the college personnel

of the various segments of the postsecondary institutions (Florida State

Department uf Education, 1977b). Florida has five upper division univer-

sities. Otner states (California, Illinois, New York) have developed

articulation cmmittees of .ommunity college and university educators to

facilitate the orderly transfer of students (Kint:er, 1976). However,

coormnity .ullede educators still chafe at "articulation problems [that]

still exist, partiLularlv with business courses" (Illinois Community College

Boarl, p.

[hr911men.t _tn Transfer ::.ou.r,,es

The predominance 0 'ranster onrollment was of long standing. Blocker

ind odf tnat fhe early legislation establishing junior colleges

-0m1)ha',1:ed that tne sek:lnlary s(.honls should be oermitted to extend their

oroirim, f
f' ,tn addifiphal two years andlor provide college-transfer

it their disi.retion" (loW), p. ?/). Often, as in Texas, state

i.,plirhj li7Hteo 'o courses which also appeared in the offerings of

(r-,,ear In tl" ,,tate (Rloc1.er and Others, 196'3). Though later

ttl.%r broa.lonol to ln(lyle ,;ncational education, tho colleges

7 -s,'fi " " j ),.0'r !Ivt' Ion +r1,-t t. at III



From 1907 to 1940, transfer education comprised 60 to 70 percent of the

enrollment. In Eells' 1929 study of 10,000 students in 42 California junior

colleges over 8000 indicated transfer goals. Ten years later (1938-39)

two-thirds of the 41,000 students in 190 public junior colleges were enrolled

in preparatory courses (Eells, 1941). Little change took place during the

next 20 years. In the Fall of 1956, Medsker found that 64 percent of the

54,000 students in 70 two-year institutions in 15 states were enrolled in

transfer programs. One state, Oregon, reported no transfer enrollment; it

was matched by Wisconsin which reported no terminal enrollment. Except for

New York',.; 6 percent transfer enrollment, the rest ranged from 53 percent for

Pennsylvania to 96 percent for Iowa, California, which accounte0 for 52

percent of the total enrollment, had a transfer enrollment )f 67 percent

(Medsker, 1960).

The balance began to tip downward during the late 1960s. By 1973, less

than 43 percent of the students were ercrolled in transfer programs (Parker,

1974a). Brawer and Associates have documented the decline of humanities

(especially transfer or nonvocational courses) subject by subject. Between

the Spring of 1975 and Spring of 1977 they noted that enrollment in the

humanities declined by 3 percent while total enrollment was rising by 7

percent. The range for the humanities was from 3 percent decline in cultural

geography to 13 percent in literature. The exceptionpolitical science and

interdisciplinary humanities rose by 4 and 6 percent respectively (Brawer,

1978).

An analysis of enrollment in nine states, Flcrida, Hawaii, Illinois,

Iowa Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, shows that

while transfcr enrollment was higher in the middle 1970s thiin in the late

1960s in each of the states, the proportion of transfer enrollment to the

tot31 enrollment declined in all but Hawaii and Nevada. Only in Florida

ind Aashington was the proportion of transfer students in the 1970s higher

than 'AO percent (Lombardi, 1978).

Illustrative of the shifting balance is the Illinois experience. In

1168. transfer students represented 56 percent of the total enrollments;

In 1)7, 44 percent; in 1974, 37 percent; in 1978, 32 percent. During this

period tran.,fer enrollrient more than doubled from

9
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the total enrollment lf 322,000 in 1978 was more than 3 times the 1968

enrollment of 102,000 (Illinois Community College Board, 1976a, 1976b,

1979b). lransfer enrollment fell behind occupational enrollments in 1977

then regained its lead in 1978. It has been lower than the general studies/

undeclared categories since 1976.

The shift in enrollment balance in some states, Iowa and Florida for

example, is in part accounted for by the transfer of jurisdiction over adult

and vocational education to the community colleges. The change in Iowa,

where vocational schools and colleges were combined into area schools, is

most pronounced. In 1956, transfer enrollment comprised 96 percent of the

total enrollment; in 1968, 46 percent; in 1975, 24 percent. In Florida a

similar development on a smaller scale accounts for the decline of transfer

enrollment from 73 percent in 1970 to 62 percent in 1976. This change of

functions will continue as. more Public schools give up or are forced to

relinquish their jurisdiction over adult education.

Degree awarded in the arts and sciences also reflect the decline in

transfer education. In 1970 A.A. degrees awarded represented 54.3 percent

of the total. By 1976 the proportion dropped to 42 percent (American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979d).

At last, during the 1970s, the first-time, full-time freshmen started

to act as Eells and his fellow critics thought they should; today only

42 percent of them plan to obtain a bachelor's degree (American Association

of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979b). Moreover "there appears to be

more indecision about going to college than there was five years ago." In

1974 68 percent of high school students in Ocean County, New Jersey had

aspirations of going to college, in 1979 the percentage dropped to 59

percent (Parrish, 1979, p. 3). In the First Report of a California

longitudinal study of enrollment patterns Gold concluded: "The image of

the community college student being an 18 year old just out of high school

planniig to stay four semesters and then transfer to a four year university

is correct only for a small percentage of students" (1979, p. 13).
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TRANSFERS TO FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

To evaluate the extent to which the community colleges fulfill their

oldest function, preparation for baccalaureate education, numerous follow-

up studies are undertaken by colleges, state authorities, and independent

researchers. The absorption in these endeavors attest to the high priority

educators place on the transfer function and to the concern of critics

that the effort expended on transfer education is not warranted by the

results. Most educators agree with Cosand that the colleges, were, are

and will be evaluated to a major degree upon the success of their transfer

students to the four-year colleges and universities" (1979, p 6). The

critics point to the studies to support Eells' thesis that "the junior

college is terminalt as far as full-time formal education is concerneda_for

three-Aparters of its students who enter as freshmen" (1941, p. 61).

Although there have been many studies on transfers to the senior

institutions, there has been littte discussion on what is an optimum or

acceptable percentage or number of transfers. Both the college adminis-

trators and the critics are silent on this issue, except for such state-

ments that the percentage is low and that the "impact of the transfer

process must be assessed...in light of both actual numbers of transfer

students and their growth rates" (Miller, 1976, p. 5). Educators take the

position, openly or implied, that in an Open Door college the number will

be small; were it otherwise, the commitment to the Open Door might be less

than wholehearted. On the whole they are satisfied "that the...public

community colleges [are] performing the transfer function rather well

because of the good performance of their transfer students" (Moughamian

and Others, 1978, P. 31). 40

Educators are gratified when a large percentage of students transfer;

but they are more likely to stress the accomplishments of those who transfer

as measured by high grade point averages (GPA), and more so if these

averages are equal to or higher than those of the native students. Also,

gratifying to the educators are a high percentage of transferees who earn a

-3" or better GPA and a high percentage who graduate (Marcinko, 1978;

Rinehart, 1977). Notwithstanding, the large number of studies and the
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elaborate analyses that accompany them belie a deep-seatea concern about

the low number and proportion of transfers and the still lower proportion

of minorities and disadvantaged among them.

Follow-up transfer studies are far from uniform. They may concentrate

on first-time transfers, trantfers attending senior institutions at a

given term, transfers who completed a minimum number of units or terms,

transfers to the state public institutions. For comparative purpose they

use headcount enrollment, full-time equivalent enrollment, graduates, four-

year undergraduate enrollment. Longitudinal studies are made to show the

trend in the number or proportion of transfers. Often, a particular class

is studied for a pprioa of tnree or more years. Occasionally, a study may

seek to determine the number and proportion of transfers over a long

period, sometimes as long as 25 years.

The statistics from the different studies are not comparable because

of differences in data-gathering and classifications. For the same reasons,

sometimes even data from the same state may not be exactly comparable.

The differences in the various studies are easily spotted in the descript-

ions. In many of the studies the sample represents a fraction of the

total transfers. (See Cohen, 1979, for an analysis of the vagaries in

reporting transfer data.)

Unless otherwise stated the statistics used in this paper are Fall

Headcount for enrollment and Fall entry for transfers. Likewise, the ratios

.sed are the number of transfers divided by the number enrollees ror the

Fall of the same year. A more accurate ratio might be obtained if an

earlier year's enrollment figure were used, since the transfers are from

an earlier year. However, this would introduce other problems because

the transfers are not all from the same year. Such a change affects the

percentages but dOes not affect the trends significantly as is shown in

the Florida situation Oickens and Others, 197i); Florida State Department

of (ducation, 1977a)

As we indicated earlier, the emphasis in this section will be on

community college transfers to four-year colleges and universities.

Until the 1qb0s, the transfers were students who had majored in the liberal

arts Ind science,_ loday, they include a sizeable proportion of occupa-



tional majors, many with Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S.) or Business

;A.A.B.) degrees. They are not easily identifiable in most of the studies.

In the state studies that include only transfers to the publit university

the number and proportion of transfers are Understated. However, since

the great majority (80 percent or more) of students transfer to state

univ.-2rsities, the effect on the data does not affect the general thesis of

this.analysis.

The extent to which the measuring unit influences the proportion obtained

is brought out in Knoell's analysis of California transfers. She estimated

the overall rate of transfer TO the University of California and the State

University for her 1972 sample of 35,000 students after five years was less

than 15 percent of the total enrollment. For students who prior to transfer ,

had enrolled for one term or irregularly, the percentage droppPd to 5;

but climbed to more than 20 for students who had enrolled for at least two

consecutive terms; and spurted to 52 for those who had received an A.A.

degree (California State Postsecondary Education Commission, 1979).

National Studies

In a national study in 1937-38, Eells (1941) reported that the average

percentage of transfers from public community colleges was 18 with a range

by region of 17 to 26, the lowest from California and the highest from the

Middle States. In a large scale study of 17,627 freshmen entering in Fall

1952 in 63 colleges, Medsker (1960) found that by June 1956, a median of 33

percent had transferred with a range among the 63 colleges of 10 and 67.

The percentage of graduates who transferred was 56 with a range of 10 and

37. According to a more recent national study of the students enrolled in

19/2, about one-fourth had transferred within two years (American Associ-

ation of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979a).

Lollege and State Transfer Studies

The large number of college and state studies provide insights on a variety

of aspect of this absorbing phenomenon. Of the 19,000 students enrolled

In Kansas City Junior College between 1915 and 1950, 3000 or 16 percent

enrolled in a senior institution (Eells, 1941). In a similar longitudinal

tudy at Everett Junior College (Washington), covering the 1948 to 1958

perlod 47 percent had transferred compared with 80 percent who chose transfer

10
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as their goal (Blocker and Others, 1965). fwo earlier California studies

in 1929 and 1940 had percentages of 21 and 19 respectively (Eells, 1941),

percentages considerably higher than those since 1965. According to a

study of transfers to the University of California and the California State

University and Colleges the percentage of transfers in Fall 1965 was 3.6,

increased'to 5 percent in 1972, and then declined to 3.7 in 1977. The

number of transfers increased from 17,551 in 1965 to 40,393 in 1977 for a

130 percent increase. Enrollment during the same period increased by 341

percent (California State Postsecondary Education Commission, 1978).

Higher yearly percentages of about 5 percent are obtained when full year

transfers to the State University and Colleges are used instead of Fall term

transfers. For 1969, the first year for which full year numbers are given,

and 1976, the last year, the numbers of transfers change to 48,421 and 58,353

from 32,665 and 39,776 respectively. The percentage of transfers to total

enrollment for 1976 rises from 3.6 to 5.3 ( California State Postsecondary

Education Commission, 1978). See Table 1 for selected data on transfers in

California, Florida and Washington.

A 1969 Florida study of first-time freshmen enrolled in . .e Fall of 1966

reported that 31 percent had transferred to a four-year college. Of the

graduates, 75 percent had transferred; of the non-graduates only 13 percent

had done so. Of those with degrees, 82 percent had transfer degrees; 13

percent had technical-vocational degrees; the rest other degrees (Florida

Community Junior College Inter-institutional Research Council, 1969).

Later Florida studies stress the number of community college students

attending. a Florida public university each fall. Thus, the number of

transfers attending in 1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976 are 26,742,26,890, 31,780

and 32,577 respectively. Of these, 13,334 entered in the Fall of 1973,

14,040 in the Fdll of 1974, 15,85 in the Fall of 1975, and 14,642 in the

Fall of 1976 (Nickens and Others, 1975; Florida State Department of Educatiun,

l977a). The ratios of all transfers attending. a state university to total

enrollment are 20, 18, 19, 19 for the respective years. The ratios of those

enterin2 in the Fall of each year are 9.9, 9.4, 9.2 and 8.5 respectively.

The total enrollment in Florida from 1974 to 1976 increased by 29 percent

11



Table 1

Selected Data on Transfers from California, Florida and Washington

Community Colleges to Universities and Four-Year Colleges

and Enrollment

Fall

Number
fonc.

Transfers

California

.); Head-
I count

Enroll-
ment

Inc,

Ratio

2 to 4
Number

of
Transfers

Florida

t Head-
Inc. count

Enroll-
ment

%

Inc.

Ratio
7 to

Washington

Number I

of Inc.
Transfers

Head-

count
Enroll-
-n

%

Inc.

Ratio

12 to 16

1973

19/4

1975

19/6

1977

1970

41,282

40,459

43,539

39,776

40,393

1973-

197/

-2

8

-9

2

-'2

856,400

977:235

1,119,300

1,092,800

1,114,000

16

15

-2

2

30

4.8

4.1

4.1

3.6

3.6

13,344

14,040

15,585

14,642

1973-

1976

Cruircp.

5

11 .

-6

10

134,223

148,804

169,788

172,748

11

14

2

29

9.9

9.4

9.2

8.5

4,568

4,764

4,584

4,545

4,236

3,852

1973-
1978

4

-4

-1

-7

-9

-16

137,663

146,784

159,386

154,564

171,068

180,922

7

9

-3

11

6

31

3.3

3.2

2.9

2.9

2.5

2.1

Source: Lalifornia State Postsecondary
Education Commission 1978, p. Il

AACJC yearly directories.

Florida State Department of
Education, 1977a,p.;1;
Nickens and Others, 1975, p. 9.

Source: Meier and Story, 1979,
pp. 16, 58.

Note: For California and Florida, transfer data are for transfers to the public state universities and four-year
colleges; for Washington, transfers to all universities and fouryear colleges. Enrollment is the opening
Headcount for the Fall of each year.



04 percent ot it in 19/5), the transfers increased by )0 percent.

The 1973 class of 10,504 Illinois transfers was 73 percent larger than

the 1967 class of 6,059 transfers (Moughamian and Others, 1978). Total

enrollment of 223,000 in 1973 was 167 percent larger thin the 83,300 of 1967.

The 10,504 transfers in 1973 represented 4.7 percent of the 1973 enrollment;

down from the 7.3 percent of the 1967 ratio. The yearly average increase of

transfers from 1967 to 1973 was a shade higher than 12 percent; of enrollment

the yearly average increase was 28 percent (Illinois Community College

Board, 1977).

Between the Fall of 1969 and the Fall of 1975 transfers from the New York

two-year colleges to State University of New York (SUNY) senior institutions

rose from 6700 to 10,000 (Annas and Dean, 1976). The ratio of transfers to

enrollment in 1975 is 4 percent.

Transfers in Washington remained relatively stable at about 4,500 each

year from 1973 to 1976, turned down by 300 in 1977 and by another 380 in

1978. Except for 1976, enrollment increased from one year to the next. As

a result of these different growth rates the ratio of transfers to enroll-

ment dropped from 3.3 in 1973 to 2.1 in 1978 (Table 1).

A large proportion of graduates and students earning close to 60 semester

or 90 quarter units transfer. As we noted above, Knoell's estimate was 52

percent. In Florida they represented 72 percent of the 1974 total and 76

percent of the 1976 total (Florida State Department of Education, 1977a).

In Hawaii the percentage for the 1977-78 graduates was 57 percent (University

of Hawaii, 1979); in Pennsylvania, 47.5 percent for 1975-76 (Wetzel, 1977).

Significant because it involved graduates with occupational majors is a

New York City study. Of the 4,376 graduates in 1973 with an Associate in

Applied Science degree, 59 percer,t started or completed a baccalaureate

course of study (Heller and Others, 1978).

Another factor which seems to influence the probability of transfer is

high school major. Of 523 students who transferred from 3 two-year colleges

400 or 'E. percent had nigh schaol academic majors jflocker and Others, 1965).

Summary

Because of the absence of a criterion or standard, the studies from the
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colleges and state boards rarely discuss the question of the ideal per-

centage of transfers. The studies indicate that there is wide variation in

the percentage of the students who transfer and that the growth rate of

transfers has been lower than that for enrollment.

Nearly all studies of transfers to the senior institution point out

that full-timers and persisters (those who enroll for two or more consecutive

semesters) are more likely to enroll in transfer programs than part-timers

and nonpersisters (Florida State Department of Education, 1977a; California

State Postsecondary Education Commission, 1979; Anderson, 1977; Hauselman

and Tudor, 1977; Wetzel, 1977).

Based on state and national studies, the percentage of students

transferring to a senior institution ranges between 2 and 30. The percentage

of community college graduates who transfer lies somewhere between 45

percent and 75 percent.

If the part-time student enrollment continues to increase at a higher

rate than the full-time student enrollment, the percentage of transfers to

senior institutions will approach the California and Washington average of

3 to 5 percent of the total enrollment. An important counteracting influence

on the percentage will be the increasing number of transfers with occupa-

tional majors.

The low percentage of transfers will be in states that have given

jurisdiction of adult and vocational education to the community colleges;

have a very high proportion of part-time and older students; have a low

selective admission policy; and have a high minority population. The high

percentages will come frxlm states and colleges that have students from

high income families, that maintain some matriculation requirements, and

that are close to public senior institutions.

Although transfer is more fluid today than it has ever been problems

relating to the acceptance of community college courses for transfer purposes

and for meeting baccalaureate degree requirements continue. States such

e0; California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, New York and others with well-

dPfined articulation programs facilitate the transfer process among the state-

suoported institutions. Typical is the situation in New York where
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"Students transferring from State University institutions seem to show

smoother articulation than students from institutions outside the State

Univer.ity system" (State University of New York, 1976, p.xii), The New

Jersey formula that allocates funds for space in proportion to transfer

students who earn an A.A. the previous year is another incentive for in-

creasing the number of transfers (Miller, 1976).
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FORCES AT WORK

How much of the relative and absolute enrollment decline of transfer

education is the result of positive efforts of the educators and how much

of the external forces is not easy to determine. It is undeniable that

much effort in this direction came from educators who from conviction based

on the changing character of the students or from the desire to maintain

enrollment or from other motives added the new functions that had the effect

of reducing the importance of transfer education in the total curriculum

area. But it is also reasonable to assert that the decline of transfer

education is a natural development for an institution which maintains an

Open Door policy and which takes pride in its flexibility and ability to

meet the needs of its students. As one educator told members of the Board

of Trustees: "The college has followed the tide of population change. The

forces at work are not our forces...we are here to serve and we are serving."

A dramatic illustration of what happens when an Open Door policy is imple-

mented is the decline of transfer education in the New York City College

during the first half of the 1970s.

The opposite effect has been noticeable since matriculation standards

have been reestablished. The change seems to have occurred in California

without the awareness of the college personnel. Cohen, Brawer and Associates

attribute the decline in the humanities (an important segment of transfer

education) to "increased enrollments in career and vocational programs,

elimination of many requirements for transfer students, the attraction of

newer disciplines in the social sciences and in other fields, and a wide-

spread concentration on the community at large and their practical and/or

recreational demands" (Brawer, 19/8 p. 1).

Of the many causes (some of which have already been mentioned) that

contributed to the decline of transfer education, major attention will be given

to the following:

1. the introduction and the promotion of vocational education;

2. the addition of community educatiol functions;

3. the growth of remedial education;
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4. competition from four-year colleges;

b. the tremendous increase of part-time day students; and

6. the aging of the population.

These are not mutually exclusive nor are they discrete. The order

bears some relation to the sequence of the happening.

Vocational Education

In light of its origins, the strong hold of transfer educaLion as

measured by courses and enrollment and the desire of some educators for

senior status, it may sound implausible to assert that almost as soon as

public junior colleges appeared in the early 1900s, agitation began for the

addition of vocational education to the curriculum and that by 1940, the

national leaders were declaring that occupational education "is...the most

significant aspect of the rapidly spreading junior college movement" (Eells,

1941, p.vi). Ever since, a succession of educators, legislators, community

leaders, and national commissions and foundations have urged community

college educators to introduce more occupational courses and programs and

to downplay transfer education. Congress and state legislatures encourage

the development of vocational education through generous appropriations

and by state policies setting goals and/or requirements that a specified

percentage of the courses and curriculums be devoted to vocational education.

Because of state and national partiality to vocational education, community

college educators have gone to great pains not only to increase enrollments

in vocational education, but to document their efforts. For example, in a

Fact Sheet on enrollment the California Community and Junior College Asso-

ciation included a special section on vocational education informing its

readers that "about 40 percent of total student instruction hours...are in

occupational programs, [and that] approximately two-thirds of students...are

enrollee in one or more voc-ed qualifying classes" (California Community

and Junior College Association, 1979a, p. 2).

It took more than 50 years before this campaign succeeded. In the

1970s, transfer enrollment dropped below occupational enrollment. Not to

be overlooked in this shift is the high unemployment among the college

graduates during the early years of the 1970s. As the articles and books on

the "Overeducated American" multiplied, vocational education courses and
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programs became more acceptable to the regular community college students

and in some degree to unemployed college graduates who sought a skill for

temporary employment (Freeman, 1976; Hurn, 1979).

Community Education

Since the middle 50's, a new group of curriculum functions--community

services, continuing education, adult education and adult basic education--

has contributed to the relative decline of transfer education. This group,

often called community education, is growing at a faster rate than either

vocational or transfer education. Unlike vocational education courses and

programs, which are nearly always classified as college-level, the new group

contains courses, programs and activities which are admittedly below college-

level, are offered in the day or evening, on-campus and off-campus, in rented

or borrowed facilities. Most of the students or participants served are

not interested in degrees, some are not even interested in credits. A

large number have degrees, are employed or are smior citizens. The great

majority are older than the traditional 18 to 24 college-age group. This

group of functions is being promoted vigorously by advocates who are even

more committed to the subordination of the transfer function than the

vocational education proponents.

Nearly all states authorize community colleges to offer courses and

programs in these subjects; although in most states the jurisdiction is

shared with the public schools. In time, community college educators expect

to have major responsibility. They maintain "that community colleges,

through their locally elected [and appointed) governing boards, are best

suited to fulfill the educational needs of students ove- age 18 because of

their community orientation and ability to respond to the diverse educational

ard vocational needs of the adult coMmunity" (California Community and Junior

College Association, 1979b, p. 5). A few also are frank to admit that they

need "the over 3 million Illinois adult residents who do not possess at

least a high ,chool diploma" in order to offset the declining enrollments

and the consequent lower state aid (Illinois Community College Board, 1979a,

p. 5) Col-Triunity college educators are aware that "adult (learners are) now

the faitest-cirowing segment in higher education" (Ryan, 1979, P. 1 ).
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Aside from the logic that the education of persons over 18 years of

age should be the responsibility of the postsecondary institutions regard-

less of the time of day they attend, there are also the practical consider-

ations that the colleges often have a larger tax base than the high schools

and most charge tuition and fees.

Enrollment data confirm the trend toward the two-year colleges. In

all public two-year colleges and technical schools participants in adult

education increased from 1.55 million in 1969 to 3.02 in 1975, a gain of 95

percent. Par:icipants in the public elementary and secondary schools de-

clined by 4.. percent, from 1.97 million to 1.881 million (Grant and Lind,

1978). The total community college enrollment increased by 91 percent

(American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979e).

It is highly probable that during the next five years community

colleges will be given principal responsibility for adult basic education

and general adult education. This is already so in Iowa and Nebraska and,

in part, in Florida, Illinois and California.

Remedial Education

The increase of high school graduates with inadequate preparation for

college-level work poses a serious threat to transfer education. Where the

proportion of low aptitude students is unusually high, the offerings in

transfer education courses decline and those in remedial education increase.

Whereas in a normel college the proportion of enrollment in transfer courses

(e.g., English or mathematics) is 70 percent, in a college with a large

remedial student body the proportion may be only 30 or 40 percent, (Carnevale,

1978). As a result advanced courses in most transfer subjects cannot be

offered every semester; at best they can be offered only once every second

or third semester. In such colleges the flight of high aptitude students

resembles the flight of white students from inner city schools. This is

especially pronounced in multi-campus districts where high aptitude students

gravitate toward the suburban campus. Throughout the country there are a

number of colleges in multi-campus districts and some in single campus

districts which offer only a semblance of transfer education. Such an

environment not only discourages high aptitude students, it also creates a

morale problem among faculty who, academically unprepared and often un-
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sympathetic, find teaching remedial students overwhelmingly disco,raging.

Paradoxically, adult basic education which consists of less than

college-grade courses does not affect the status of transfer education as

does remedial education because the courses are for students who have not

graduated from high school. These students are usually adults attending

during the evening on a part-time basis and enrolled in elementary or high

school subjects. Their instructGrs, who are usually prepared for the tasks

do not expect college performance. On the other hand remedial students are

often high school graduates attending during the day who want college sub-

jects for transfer purpose. Their instructors are the same as those who

teach college transfer courses. The important difference between the two

is that adult basic education does not impinge on transfer education while

remedial education is dirEctly related to transfer education since the

courses are often a prerequisite for transfer courses and most of the

students aspire to transfer status.

Competition For Students

Another development that contributes directly to the decline of trans-

fer education is the frantic search for students by four-year colleges and

universities through proliferation of marginal ofF-campus and out-of-state

degree programs, awarding of academic credit for insufficient and inadequate

work, and grade inflation (Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher

Education, 1979). This situation may make a shambles of those master plans

for higher education that have as their link-pin the diversion of lower

division students to the community colleges. If the competition persists,

the percentage of the full-time college-bound high school graduates enroll-

ing in community colleges will decrease.

Part-Time Students
. _ _

Overriding all of these reasons is the growth of the part-time student

phenomenon. This includes the full-time intermittent or drop-in students

as well as those who attend on a part-time basis. During the late 50's

and early bO's educators expounded on the virtue of young people interrupting

their formal education in order to travel, work or engage in some political

or civic activity. At the same time, the colleges attracted or recruited

large numbers of wOMen, retired people, young people who had to work while
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going to college and utners with degrees who took special courses for Personal

improvement. Today, 50 percent of the day students attend part-time. When

these are added to the very large nufters of evening division students,

preponderantly part-timers, the proportion rises to two-thirds or more of the

enrollees. Many part-time students enroll in transfer courses but not for

transfer purposes. Knoell and Others noted that "continuing education for

part-time, adult students has become the dominant function of the Community

Colleges" and that these students "come with their own objectives relating to

educational, career, and personal growth which often are achieved outside

degree and certificate programs" (1976, p. i).

Alt of Community College Students

Related to the part-time pattern is the aging of the community college

student body. In 1970, the under-20 group represented 52 percent of total

enrollment. By 1977, the percentage dropped to 37. The 22-34 age group

percentages. For the same years were 31 and 45 respectively. Of the California

transfers 'Seventy-three percent and sixty percent of the University and State

University transfer students, respectively, were under the age of 20 when they

entered the Community College." Only 47 percent of the entire community college

enrollment was under 20 years of age (California State Postsecondary Education

Commission, 1979, p. 7). The mean age of Florida transfers attending the state

university institutions was between 24 and 25 during the 1974-1976 period

(Florida State Department of Education, 1977a).
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CURRENT STATUS

It may seem contradictory to maintain that transfer education still

retains a great deal of appeal while pointing out that enrollment in transfer

education is declining absolutely and relatively to vocational and community

education. Nevertheless, such is the situation. This is evident in the

efforts made in vocational education to transform as many courses and

programs as possible into transfer courses and programs and in community

education where the efforts are oirecihd toward converting courses into

college credit courses. The allure Of the baccalaureate is ever present,

despite the small numbers achieving it. For some colleges the allure is

financial since transfer courses are funded at a higher rate than non-

credit courses.

This ambivalence or love-hate relationship toward transfer education

is particularly noticeable in the actions of educators, who Apport and

encourage the growth of transfer education because it is their principal

connection with higher education. They go to great lengths to strengthen

this relationship by fashioning transfer courses to conform to the lower

division format, sometimes adopting the senior college course titles,

numbers, units, and content. They take inordinate pride in the success of

their transfers at the senior institutions. For many it is the most impor-

tant criterion in the evaluation of the community college's effectiveness.

At the same time they vigorously promote occupational education and community

education functions. Sometimes, they eVen look on transfer education as a

drag on the development of a broader mission for the college. They bemoan

the effort expended on transfer education since it is out of proportion to

the small number of students who transfer.

Indicative of the long standing ambivalent attitude of educators

toward transfer education were two ,-eactions to the California Master Plan

for Higher Education which made the community college a copartner with the

ate Colleges and the University. "Idle pleased with this recognition,

iiler, executive secretary of the California Junior College Association,

nevertheless expressed concern that the faculty, the principal supporters

of transfer education, would distort its meaning to "imply that they should
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give up all [programs] except the transfer program." Black, president of

Los Angeles Harbor College, warned his faculty not to assume that because

"now we are higher education,...we must get rid of programs that are not

typically college level." Yet both of these educators had been strong

supporters of the move to include junior colleges as members of the Coor-

dinating Council for Higher Education. They and their colleagues sought

higher education status but at the same time they favored occupational

education "not an inferior type of college education...just a different

kind of education...designed for the competencies of the majority of high

school graduates," a statement that came close to saying that they are not

competent to enroll in transfer education (Lombardi, 1964, p. 143).

Ambivalency is also noticeable in state and college policies that set

goals of a fifteen to fifty percent enrollment in occupational programs and

establish minimum general education requirements for the associate degree

in applied arts (Illinois Community College Board, 1979a). More indicative

of this ambivalency are the efforts to elevate occupational programs to

transfer status and to convert nontraditional, noncredit courses to transfer

credit status.

In contrast there is no ambivalency among leaders of national and state

associations. Eells, Tyler and Black mentioned above are only three of many

examples. More recently, Cleazer, president of the American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges, has been in the forefront of this effort to

downplay the transfer function. In addition to their own speeches and

writings, association leaders invite prominent laypersons and public offi-

cials to their conventions to propound the virtues of vocational and

corrounity education. At national and state conferences rarely is a major

speaker invited to make a plea for transfer education. Also indicative of

this attitude toward transfer education is the plethora of committees and

commssions on vocational eaucation, adult education, continuing education,

community services and their absence on transfer education. In a listing

of 15 "Programs in Progress at AACJC" --energy, community resource centers,

college-labor union (ooperation, community education, lifelong education,

career edwation, older Americans, veterans affairs, adult learnii19,



rrr, )ntrnational servicesnot one related specifically

iv, the transfer function (American Association of Community and Junior

cllege.), 1,179c).

:Jegrees awarded is another measure of the transformation taking

uicv.e. Between 1971 and 1976 occupational degrees have more than

loJt,leJ from 101,700 to 216,269. During the same period all other degrees

(arts, sciences, general programs) have increased by 21 percent from

144,dd3 to 175,135. The percentages of occupational degrees awarded

represented more than half the total number of degrees in 1974 (52;),

1975 (54%), 1976 (55%) (Grant and Lind, 1978) and 1977 (5E;#,,j (American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979a).

Based solely on statistics, a case could be made for changing the

institutional character of the community college. The proportion of

students enrolled in transfer courses is approximately one-third of the

total enrollment and the proportion of students who transfer is less than

10 percent of the total enrollment. It is very likely that the proportion

will approach 5 percent, if the present trends of lower enrollments of the

ld-24 year olds and higher enrollments of part-time students continue.

Despite the statistics and the addition of programs and courses that

are below college-level or remedial in nature, community college educators

cling tenaciously to their higher education association. Gleazer's

suggestion, that the community college become "a new kind of college--

standing between the high school and the university--offering broad programs

of experiences of value in and of themselves, neither post high school as

such or precollege such" (1964, p. 49) has few supporters. Even fewer

embrace Pifer's recommendation that the colleges "consider themselves

primarily as community service agencies rather than institutions of higher

education" (Talbott, 1976, p. 84).

If we think of the courses that comprise transfer education, the

situation appears more hopeful or less discouraging. The liberal arts,

the humnities, the general education offerings are still popular for large

numbers including those who do not need or want credit or degrees as well

as those who do.
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hold cf transfer education is being clearly demonstrated in

trlda/'s (.1imate of financial retrenchment. Wherever a financial crisis has

ocr..urrea--'iew York City, Miami-Dade, California, for example--transfer

eaucation has fared as well as or better than the other curriculum functions,

airef..tly in financial support and indirectly throvgh the reestablishment

of ad-lssion, retention, probation and dismissal standards.

rhe revival of interest in the humanities, general education and basic

eddcation contributes to the well-being of transfer education. The human-
,.

ities and general education are the core of the transfer education programs

wnile the stress on basic education gives support to those who deplore the

;,roliferatioh of 'fun ana games" courses. Faculty and university educators

are tne ;drincidal supporters of this movement toward traditional education.

'up dntil this turnaround in the enrollments, educators, laypersons,

and legislators deplored the undue emphasis on transfer education. Today,

a reaction is developing. Concern is being expressed at the neglect of

the courses tnat comprise transfer education and the undue emphasis on

narrow vocationalism. For example, Parker, editor of the ACT enrollment

Publications, expressed alarm that:

-The oscillating perdcilum of educational public opinion,...

has swung, or may swing, too far from the academic base of the
liberal arts. Indeed, the caution flags should be out against an
educational course that leads to a continual restriction of the
liberal arts and general education courses so that career education
programs, while apparently being broadened in their vocational
scope, awe in effect being narrowed into overly specialized career
education channels" (1974b, p. 463).

After documenting the vigorous upward motion of technical education, he

warned. -Career education is commendable but not at the expense or to the

exclusion of the broader and more general education that primarily is the

result of an adequate exposure to the arts and sciences." He insisted

that a -wider perspetive and deeper understanding deriving from the

a-,sociation with the liberal arts and the so-called 'academic' disciplines

provide an invalJatle background that is highly facilitative of successiul

Tanayement (Parker, 1975, p. 5).

The of the few national efforts to promote the academic courses
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dnd c1i,ip1 ine ii the large scale study uf humanities in the

community colleges conducted by Cohen, Brawer and Associates of the Center

for the Study of Community Colleges. Besides gathering statistics on the

students, faculty and curriculum offerings they hold conferences, seminars

and in-service sessions to help revive interest in the humanities. Their

Publications are the definitive handbooks on the status of the humanities aS

a group and on the individual disciplines.

Knoell saw "a number of indications that Community College transfer

students will be the focus of much more attention in the early 1980s than

in the 1970s, [because] governing boards, the Legislature, and faculty

groups [are] all concerned with the quality of the preparation of first-

time freshmen in the University and the State University. The 1978-79

California State Budget Act contained language requesting the University,

State University and Community Colleges to prepare a joint report on efforts

to increase the rate and retention of certain groups of transfer students,

including a proposal to identify potential transfers from underrepresented

groups" (California State Postsecondary Education Commission, 3979, p.38).

A good deal of support for transfer education comes from students and

leaders of minority groups who object to the concentration on non-academic

programs--remedial and vocational--in colleges with large minority enroll-

ments. In the Cuyahoga Community College District (Cleveland, Ohio) the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) reported

the complaints of students that "'meat courses' had been removed from the

downtown campus...[and] 'go nowhere' courses" are left for them (Middleton,

1978, p. 9). The Cuyahoga incident may be the beginning of a new wave of

protests against "inferior" non-transfer education reminiscent of the Black

and Chicano Student Demands of the 19605. These protests and "affirmative

actions efforts...[are] likely to increase the transfer rates...from racial/

ethnic minority groups" (California State Postsecondary Education Commission,

1979, p. 3(3). The recent policy that makes transfer students eligible

for federally-funded aid, while applicable to all transfers, will be espe-

cially helpful to low-income students.
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FUTURE

Will the transfer function disappear? Hardly. The colleges will

continue to offer liberal arts, sciences, general education courses and

they will create transfer programs--including some in vocational educatior--

but the enrollees in the courses will include more than formerly of those

who do not want, are not capable of, or cannot sustain the regimen of

a two- or three-year sequence. The decline of transfer enrollment and

transfers to senior institutions will continue for the next five years.

Community colleges will have serious competition from the senior

institutions for baccalaureate-oriented students. They have some advantage

in lower tuition and fees, in lower entrance requirements, and in proximity

to potential students. However, if the difference in tuition keeps narrowing

s in New York State, the financial advantage will be lost. The lower

entrance requirement will help to some extent, but the difference here will

be slight, except in the case of applicants with very low aptitude in

reading, writing and arithmetic skills. Most senior institutions will draw

the line here. Proximity is still an important asset to the community

colleges and may become even more so if the energy crisis is not resolved.

On the other hand, if the percentage of college-going students (18-24

year range) keeps going down, the efforts of four-year colleges to enroll a

larger proportion will be redoubled.

Yet discouraging though the situation for transfer education appears,

it is far from moribund. An examination of student credit hours generated

shows that transfer courses (liberal arts, sciences, humanities, general

education) far surpass those generated by vocational courses--in Florida and

Illinois, for example,by a margin of almost 2 to 1.

Community college educators have an opportunity to capitalize on

the new interest in strengthening transfer education. Perhaps leaders in

the movenent should consider mounting a study similar to that on terminal

education led in 1940 by the American Junior College Association. Under

Eells' leadership and supported by most presidents this commission called

attention to the importance of vocational education and laid the foundation

for its acceptance as an equal to transfer education. In such a study
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community college educators should be able to demonstrate the importance

to American youth of transfer education as the beginning of the process in

career education. They could make a case that for the underprivileged

transfer education is an essential if they are ever to achieve the goal of

participating in the mainstream. At the same time they must examine the

serious assertion that enrollment iri a community college reduces the

student's chances of obtaining a bachelor's degree. Is this assertion

related to the charge that many colleges offer miniscule third and fourth

senester offerings? What evidence is there that coninunity colleges have

become two-semester rather than two-year colleges?

While making this plea for bolstering the transfer function, there is

no intention of besmirching vocational or community education. The

community college is strong enough to perform all three functions. What is

suggested is that transfer not be neglected because it involves a greater

effort or because it is more difficult for the students. Sometimes one

wonders if community college educators are being enticed toward other areas

because they want to parade numbers, or because they fear failure in the

transfer function, or because in ccmmunity education areas accountability

is not a problem.

Cosand, long-time community college administrator and former assistant

Commissioner of Education, while accepting the fact that the primary

emphasis of transfer education will continue to diminish during the 19805,

insists that "the maintenance of a high quality strong academic program

is essentidl for the image and status of the community college." Without

transfer opportunities and without the liberal arts courses for students

in thi_%. technical curriculums and for "those enrolling only for the pleasure

of learnifiq _would indeed be barren and...could [hardly] be called a

collegP or ...ffe,'ive and integral part of higher education" (Cosand,

l9ig, 0. 6).

While we dre cor,v,nced that transfer education will not in the near

f. cure (,as far ahead as 2000) regain the preeminent position it once held,

nevertheless we believe that there is still logic and justice to the ideal

of unversal --,igher education through the sophomore year--and that the
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community college whiLh i5 the entry point to higher education for the

great majority of students continues to have an important role in the

fulfillment of this ideal.
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